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When you partner with Supply America, you have a team of industry experts in your back 
pocket. Their resources include:

 Managed order guides that simplify procurement
 An easy-to-use customer portal for 24/7 ordering
 Comprehensive coverage from coast to coast
 
Plus, national distribution capabilities connect all your operations with the same products 
and services, allowing you to strengthen consistency across locations. Overall, these resources 
enhance convenience, visibility, and scalability, enabling you to navigate the complexities of the 
industry with confidence and drive your business towards sustained growth.

Sourcing and Support at Every Level

Meet a Distributor that Serves as a Supplier

Today, Supply America serves the needs of hospitality businesses of all sizes across the country. As one of their 
partners, you can leverage their 13 main distribution centers and their in-house smallwares and kitchen equipment programs. 

In the 1990s, Supply America came about from a group of renowned 
equipment and supply distributors with a vision on how best to serve 
their customers. They recognized the need to revolutionize the way 
chain restaurants, hospitality entities, and healthcare facilities order 
foodservice products and essential kitchen supplies. 

The primary objective was to harness collective purchasing power 
and provide customers with a competitive advantage. Furthermore, 
Supply America established distribution points throughout the 
nation, guaranteeing the utmost speed and efficiency in order 
fulfillment. 

Source Equipment 
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Nationwide
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 Drawings, Layout, and Design

 Itemized Product Lists with Pricing

 Professional Installation

 Consultation for Value Engineering Opportunities

 Equipment Start Up

 Consolidation of Equipment, Furniture,+ Supplies

 Project Management

 Stainless Steel Fabrication

Contact Your Foodbuy Hospitality Account Manager to Learn More

Supply America offers more than excellent products delivered on time. They’re a performance-driven 
resource with national distribution, specialized  services, local support, and purchasing  power to save 

you time and money. They not only have field sales representatives and in-house customer service 
representatives, but a full suite of support services that make working with them easy.

The Support Services that Complete the Job
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